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ABSTRACT
As natural gas becomes an important energy source, a number of studies have attempted to solve
gas problems numerically or analytically. From the introduction of real gas pseudo-pressure (AlHussainy et al. 1966) to the dimensionless type curve proposed by Fetkovich (1980), continuous
progress is made along with more questions raised. In 2014, Zhang and Ayala proposed a densitybased rescaled exponential model for dry gas produced under constant bottomhole pressure during
boundary dominated flow, and improved it for variable-pressure/variable-rate cases and gas
reserve prediction. This study extended their model from dry gas reservoirs to gas and water twophase reservoirs, involving constant bottomhole pressure scenarios, variable bottomhole pressure
cases and reserve prediction. Fluid densities and the density form of material balance equation are
used in this method. Factors such as saturation and relative permeability are regarded as the key
of this problem, while fluid miscibility, capillary pressure and water influx are not considered.
Model outcomes are compared with CMG numerical simulations, and sensitivity analyses of initial
water saturation, irreducible water saturation and drainage radius are done to test the model's
adaptation and limitation. The model is proven to be feasible but limited to reservoirs with low
water saturation to avoid the impact caused by the simplification of diffusivity equations. The
transformation of the model inversely predicts original gas in place and original water in place
with reservoir and fluid properties provided.
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INTRODUCTION
Natural gas has become an energy source since the twentieth century, and the study of gas
reservoirs is making continuous progress due to the increasing demand and production of natural
gas. As early as 1945, Arps proposed three types of rate decline curve: exponential decline,
harmonic decline and hyperbolic decline, which laid a foundation for many future researches on
hydrocarbon. Gas, as a compressible fluid, makes gas problems more difficult to solve because of
nonlinearity. In 1966, Al-Hussainy et al. achieved a great breakthrough by partially linearizing gas
problem using the real gas pseudo-pressure. Hereafter, many similar transformations - i.e. real-gas
pseudo-time (Agarwal 1979), normalized pseudo-time (Fraim and Wattenbarger 1987), material
balance pseudo-time (Palacio and Blasingame 1993)- were proposed to further analyze gas
problems. The introduction of dimensionless variables has contributed to type curve studies.
Fetkovich (1980) used dimensionless flow rate and dimensionless time in his type curve analysis
to simplify the calculations. Carter (1985) defined the dimensionless drawdown correlating
parameter λ to describe the influence of gas viscosity and gas compressibility. Palacio and
Blasingame (1993) defined the material balance pseudo-time to model rate-time relation and
explicitly predict original gas in place. This model was later modified using normalized flow rate
by Mattar and Anderson (2003).
Departing from previous research based on pseudo-variables, Ayala and Zhang (2013; 2014)
proposed a dry gas model regarding gas density to evaluate gas well performance during boundarydominated flow. The rescaled exponential model is a time-rate model rigorously derived from the
density forms of the diffusivity equation and material balance equation. Gas compressibility is
taken into account via the real gas pseudo-pressure and the average dimensionless viscositycompressibility ratio. Zhang and Ayala (2014) later proposed a transformation of the model that
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inversely predicts original gas in place. This present study is conducted on the basis of the rescaled
exponential model to evaluate gas and water two-phase reservoirs.
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Chapter 1

Constant Bottomhole Pressure Decline Analysis of Gas/Water Two Phase

Reservoirs Using a Density-Based Approach

1.1

Chapter Summary

Of the many ways to analyze production data, Zhang and Ayala (2014) proposed a density-based
rescale exponential model for dry gas rate transient analysis. This chapter adjusts their model by
taking saturation and relative permeability into account so that gas and water two-phase reservoirs
produced under constant bottomhole pressure (BHP) during boundary-dominated flow (BDF) can
be evaluated as well. The extended approach models gas and water rates for closed gas/water twophase reservoirs. Two case studies are provided to verify the model, and sensitivity analyses on
initial water saturation Swi, irreducible water saturation Swirr and drainage radius re are given to test
the model’s adaptation. The model works for various conditions but high water saturation
reservoirs where the simplification of diffusivity equations can cause deviation.

1.2

Background

Rate transient analysis, one of the most commonly used techniques to evaluate gas reserves, has
been studied by many authors in the past decades. Compressible gas problems are difficult to solve
because of its non-linearities. Al-Hussainy et al. (1966) introduced the real gas pseudo-pressure,
defined as:

m p   2

p

0

p

g z

dp
Equation 1-1
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which is widely used in many applications to linearize the diffusivity equations. And a similar

~

transformation, the real gas pseudo-time ta , is introduced to further linearize the problem by
Agarwal in 1979.
Other progresses are made in studying gas reservoirs. Fetkovich (1980) proposed to simplify
calculations by applying dimensionless variables, and built his type curves for gas and oil wells
producing at constant bottomhole pressure. Carter (1985) developed type curves for boundarydominated flow by introducing the dimensionless drawdown correlating parameter:



 gicgi m pi   m pwf 

2
 p    p 
 z i  z  wf
Equation 1-2

which takes the gas viscosity-compressibility term into consideration as a function of bottomhole
pressure.
In the 1990s, Agarwal’s definition for pseudo-time was found inapplicable for boundarydominated flow. Later in 1988, Blasingame and Lee defined material balance pseudo-time as:

taMB 

 gicti
qg

qg

t

   p c  p  dt
0

g

t

Equation 1-3

based on the normalized pseudo-time tn introduced by Fraim and Wattenbarger (1987). Palacio
and Blasingame (1993) derived the gas well deliverability equation involving the following
function of normalized pseudo-pressure:
pp 

 gi zi
pi



p

0

p

g z

dp
Equation 1-4
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and further studied the relationship between pressure-drop normalized rate q gsc p pi  p p wf and
taMB.
In 2014, Zhang and Ayala provided the following rescaled exponential model based on gas density
for gas wells producing at constant BHP during BDF:



q gsc  q gie r  exp  Die  t


Equation 1-5

where  is the average viscosity-compressibility dimensionless ratio improved on the basis of
the λ parameter previously defined by Carter (1985):

  g  

 gicgi
 gicgi

 g   gwf
 g cg  , 
2
m g   m gwf 
g

gwf

Equation 1-6

with

 as its time-averaged evolution:
 

1 t
 dt
t 0
Equation 1-7

The rescaled exponential model provides a density-based approach and avoids the calculation of
pseudo-time. Taken the associated water in gas reservoirs, the gas and water two-phase rescaled
exponential model in this chapter extends Zhang and Ayala’s model from dry gas reservoirs to gas
reservoirs with mobile water, where the two fluids are immiscible and water is assumed to be
slightly compressible (with constant viscosity and compressibility).
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1.3

Rescaled Exponential Model for Gas/Water Two-Phase System in BDF Producing
Under Constant BHP

The density-based gas deliverability equation (Appendix A and Appendix B) derived by Ayala
and Zhang (2013) can be rewritten as:

qgsc 

2kh
bD, pss gsc gicgi

krg  g   gwf 

Equation 1-8

and for the water phase, it can be rewritten as:

qwsc 

2kh
bD, psswscwcw

krw  w   wwf 

Equation 1-9

for a gas/water two-phase reservoirs. The relationship between these two phases is determined by
the relative permeability, which is a function of saturation. Hence solving a density-based twophase problem requires the connection between saturation and density.
The products of average fluid densities and saturations are pressure-related. By applying the
product rule and the definition of gas and water compressibility, one can propose the following
relationships between density and saturation:

d  g S g 
dp

 Sg

d g
dp

 g

dS g
dp

 S g cg  g   g

dS g
dp
Equation 1-10
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and

d  w S w 
d
dS
dS
 S w w   w w  S w cw  w   w w
dp
dp
dp
dp
Equation 1-11

In gas/water flow, phase saturations are further related through the expression Sg+Sw=1, which
means dSw/dp=-dSg/dp. Pressures of gas and water are equal when capillary pressure is not
considered. Thus the relation between gas and water saturation can be expressed as:
d S g  g 

d S w  w 

Sg c g  g   g



dS g

Sg c g  g   g

dS g

dp
dp

dS
dS g
Sw c w  w   w w
Sw c w  w   w
dp
dp
Equation 1-12

The diffusivity equations of gas and water are

 k  k rg
 
  g
p   S g  g 

 t
g


Equation 1-13

and

 
k  k rw
    w
p   S w  w 
w

 t
Equation 1-14

where all fluid properties are time/location-dependent. To simplify the diffusivity equations, the
density and mobility change along location is neglected (Appendix D). It will not cause error when
it is small compared to the rest of the equations, but there will be deviation in some cases. For
7

homogeneous, isotropic and incompressible reservoirs, the simplified diffusivity equations
become

g

k rg

g

2 p 

 
k t

S

g

g 

Equation 1-15

and

w

k rw

w

2 p 

 
k t

S w  w 
Equation 1-16

Dividing Equation 1-15 by Equation 1-16, the density based form that for average saturations could
be written as:

d S g  g 

d S w  w 



g M g
wM w
Equation 1-17

where

M g  k rg S g  /  g
Equation 1-18

and

M w  k rw S g  /  w
Equation 1-19

are the mobility of gas and water.
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The rate of average saturation change under pressure depletion is solved by combining Equation
1-12 and Equation 1-17:
dS g
dp



S w cw M g  S g c g M w
Mw  Mg
Equation 1-20

The density-based material balance equations for gas and water can be expressed as

g S gi 
Gp 
1 


 gi S g  OGIP 
Equation 1-21

and

Wp 
 w Swi 
1 


 wi S w  OWIP 
Equation 1-22

The tank material balance equation for water is derived from WIP=OWIP-Wp. The products of
average fluid densities and saturations change with time. Taking the time derivative of Equation
1-21 and Equation 1-22, the equations can be expressed using gas and water flow rates:
d  g S g 
dt



G p 
q 

d 
   gsc gsc
  gi S gi 1 
dt 
OGIP 
Ah

Equation 1-23

and
W p 

d  w S w  d 
q 
   wsc wsc
   wi S wi 1 
dt
dt 
OWIP 
Ah

Equation 1-24
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By applying the product rule, the definition of fluid compressibility and Equation 1-20, the time
derivatives of average density-saturation can also be written as
d  g S g 
dt

S g c g  S w c w d g

Mg



Mw  Mg

cg

dt
Equation 1-25

and
S g cg  S wcw d w
d  w S w 
Mw

dt
Mw  Mg
cw
dt
Equation 1-26

Substitute Equation 1-23 and Equation 1-24 into Equation 1-25 and Equation 1-26, the derivative
of average fluid density over time can be written as

d g
dt

  Mg

 gsc
qgsc
AhS gi
Equation 1-27

and

d w

  Mw wsc qwsc
dt
AhS wi
Equation 1-28

where

 Mg 

S gicg

Mw  Mg

S g c g  S w cw

Mg
Equation 1-29
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 Mw 

Mw  Mg
S wi cw
S w cw  S g c g
Mw
Equation 1-30

Again, by substituting the deliverability equations Equation 1-8 and Equation 1-9 into Equation 127 and Equation 1-28, the derivatives become:

d g
dt



2k
krg  g   gwf 
AS gi  gicgibD, pss
Equation 1-31

and

dw
2k

krw w  wwf 
dt
ASwi wi cwibD, pss
Equation 1-32

By integration between the initial condition and average reservoir density, the density decline can
be expressed in the exponential form:

 g   gwf
 exp  D gie  g t 
 gi   gwf
Equation 1-33

and

 w   wwf
e
 exp  Dwi
 wt 
 wi   wwf
Equation 1-34

where
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Dgie 

2k
AS gi  gi c gibD, pss
Equation 1-35

Dwie 

2k
AS wi  wcwbD, pss
Equation 1-36

g 

1 t
 Mg k rg  dt
t 0
Equation 1-37

w 

1 t
 Mwk rwdt
t 0
Equation 1-38

Since the integration is a process under constant well flowing pressure, Equation 1-33 and
Equation 1-34 work only for reservoirs producing at constant BHP.
Substitution of Equation 1-33 and Equation 1-34 into deliverability equations Equation 1-8 and
Equation 1-9 leads to the rescaled exponential model:



q gsc  q gie rg k rg  exp  Dgie  g t


Equation 1-39

And, for water:



qwsc  qwie rw k rw exp  Dwie  wt


Equation 1-40

where
12

e
q gi


2kh gi

 gsc  gi c gi bD , pss
Equation 1-41

e
q wi


2kh wi
 wsc  w c w bD, pss
Equation 1-42

rg 

 gi   gwf
 gi
Equation 1-43

rw 

 wi   wwf
 wi
Equation 1-44

Compared to the single gas phase model by Zhang and Ayala, this two-phase model takes
saturation and relative permeability into account. Water influx effects are neglected in the model.

1.4

Case Studies

Case Study 1-A. Zhang & Ayala Case
This case study is generated based on the scenario with initial reservoir pressure of 5,000 psia in
Zhang & Ayala (2014), containing three reservoirs of different size (re=175, 350 and 700 ft). Water
phase with 1 cp viscosity, 3.5x10-6

psi-1 compressibility and 62.366 lb/ft3 standard condition

density is added to the system. Irreducible water saturation (Swirr) of 0.15 and initial water
saturation (Swi) of 0.3 are used. The relative permeability-saturation relation follows Corey model
for gas and water two-phase system:
13

k rg

 Sg 

 
1

S
wirr 


2

  1  S g  S wirr  2 
 
1  
  1  S wirr  
Equation 1-45

S S 
k rw   w wirr 
 1  S wirr 

4

Equation 1-46

Gas viscosity and gas compressibility are calculated using methods developed by Lee et al. (1966)
and Abou-Kassem et al. (1990), respectively.
Figure and Figure demonstrate that gas and water flow rates predicted by the rescaled exponential
model for gas and water two-phase system are consistent with numerical simulation solutions
during BDF. Deviation is shown in Figure 1-4 and Figure 1-5. Figure 1-3 and Figure 1-6 further
ensured the model’s validity via gas water ratio (GWR) and its deviation.
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Figure 1-1 Comparison of gas rate predictions between numerical simulation and gas/water two-phase rescaled exponential
model for Case Study 1-A

Figure 1-2 Comparison of water rate predictions between numerical simulation and gas/water two-phase rescaled exponential
model for Case Study 1-A
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Figure 1-3 Comparison of gas water ratio between numerical simulation and gas/water two-phase rescaled exponential model
for Case Study 1-A

Figure 1-4 Gas rate deviation for Case Study 1-A
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Figure 1-5 Water rate deviation for Case Study 1-A

Figure 1-6 Gas water ratio deviation for Case Study 1-A
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Case Study 1-B. A Hypothetical Case
This is a hypothetical reservoir case study with data generated based on partial information of
Tiger Ridge Gas Field in Montana (Cox, 1978). Reservoir and fluid properties utilized in this study
are listed in Table 1-1.
Table 1-1 Hypothetical Reservoir Information for Case Study 1-B

Initial reservoir pressure pi, psia

1300

Reservoir temperature T, F

140

Thickness h, ft

35

Porosity φ

0.15

Permeability k, md

15

Gas specific gravity ϒg

0.65

Water compressibility cw, psi-1

3.2x10-6

Water viscosity μw, cp

1.0

Water density at standard condition ρwsc, lb/ft3 62.4
Initial water saturation Swi

0.38

Irreducible water saturation Swirr

0.15

Reservoir radius re, ft

1300

Initial gas in place OGIP, BCF

1.50

Initial water in place OWIP, MMSTB

1.86

Wellbore radius rw, ft

0.385

Bottomhole pressure pwf, psia

100
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Figure 1-7 Comparison of gas rate predictions between numerical simulation and gas/water two-phase rescaled exponential
model for Case Study 1-B

Figure 1-8 Comparison of water rate predictions between numerical simulation and gas/water two-phase rescaled exponential
model for Case Study 1-B
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The gas and water production rates are displayed in Figure 1-7 and Figure 1-8, respectively. This
hypothetical reservoir has much lower initial reservoir pressure and higher permeability than Case
Study 1-A. The gas and water two-phase rescaled exponential model again shows good match with
numerical simulation results.

1.5

Sensitivity Analysis

1.5.1 Initial Water Saturation Swi
In a gas and water two phase reservoir, gas rate will drop consequentially as initial water saturation
increases. To investigate the impact of initial water saturation on the rescaled exponential model
for two-phase reservoirs, the scenario with 175 ft drainage radius in Case Study 1-A is extended
to various initial water saturations. Gas and water rates with Swi from 0.3 to 0.9 are shown in Figure
1-9 and Figure 1-10. It is observed that model results do not match numerical solutions as Swi
grows, especially when Swi is higher than 0.6.

Figure 1-9 Initial water saturation sensitivity analysis for gas rate (constant BHP)
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Figure 1-10 Initial water saturation sensitivity analysis for water rate (constant BHP)

One possible reason is because of boundary-dominated flow. Take the situation with initial water
saturation 0.9 as an example. It is possible that the production process has not reached boundarydominated flow yet. To investigate whether the reservoir is in boundary-dominated-flow period or
not, the reservoir block pressure at the external boundary on the last day of production needs to be
examined.
In CMG numerical simulation, the cylindrical reservoir is divided into 100 blocks in r-direction.
Block pressures on the last day when initial water saturation is 0.9 are shown in Figure 1-11, and
the external boundary is at 2268.55 psia, much lower than initial pressure. Therefore, the reservoir
is already under boundary-dominated flow.
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Figure 1-11 Pressure distribution on last day of production for Swi=0.9 (constant BHP)

Since the production process has reached boundary-dominated-flow period, the only explanation
for the mismatch of gas rates in Figure 1-9 is the neglect of the derivative of fluid mobility with
respect to location in Equation 1-15 and Equation 1-16.
Gas and water rate deviations are shown in Figure 1-12 and Figure 1-13. It is clear that flow rates
are less accurate at higher Swi.
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Figure 1-12 Gas rate deviation for Swi sensitivity analysis (constant BHP)

Figure 1-13 Water rate deviation for Swi sensitivity analysis (constant BHP)
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1.5.2 Irreducible Water Saturation Swirr
To explore the impact of irreducible water saturation on the model, Case Study 1-B tested with
Swirr from 0.05 to 0.35 (Swirr has to be lower than Swi). Figure 1-14 and Figure 1-15 do not show
apparent inaccuracy in flow rates. But as explained in initial water saturation sensitivity analysis,
the model may not work properly with large amount of water. Irreducible water is immobile, thus
it is the initial mobile water saturation Swm (Swm=Swi-Swirr) that matters. To further confirm this
conclusion, the model has run several cases with constant initial mobile water saturation.

Figure 1-14 Irreducible water saturaion sensitivity analysis for gas rate (constant BHP)
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Figure 1-15 Irreducible water saturaion sensitivity analysis for water rate (constant BHP)

1.5.3 Drainage Radius re
In order to ensure the model’s adaptability on different reservoir sizes, Case Study 1-A is tested
again with drainage radius of 50, 100, 200, 400, 700 and 1000 ft. Figure 1-16 and Figure 1-17
displays gas and water rates respectively. No obvious inconsistency is shown in the plots.
Therefore, the model is appropriate for any reservoir size.
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Figure 1-16 Drainage radius sensitivity analysis for gas rate (constant BHP)

Figure 1-17 Drainage radius sensitivity analysis for water rate (constant BHP)
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1.6

Concluding Remarks

The gas and water two-phase rescaled exponential model successfully depicts rate transient
behaviors for constant BHP gas wells in gas reservoirs with immiscible associated water during
BDF, where saturations and relative permeability are pressure-dependent variables. Case studies
and sensitivity analyses verify that this model is suitable for diverse reservoir pressures and
drainage sizes, but has limitations on initial water saturation and irreducible water saturation. It
provides inaccurate results for reservoirs with high water saturation due to the simplification of
diffusivity equations.
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Chapter 2

Variable Bottomhole Pressure Decline Analysis of Gas/Water Two Phase

Reservoirs Using a Density-Based Approach

2.1

Chapter Summary

To accord with practice, rate transient analyses are improved from wells producing at constant
bottomhole pressure (BHP) to variable bottomhole pressure. In 2013 and 2014, Zhang and Ayala
successfully extended their density-based rescaled exponential model for dry gas reservoirs under
boundary-dominated flow (BDF) from constant BHP to variable BHP condition. Taken saturation
and relative-permeability, this chapter adds water phase into their reservoir system. An improved
model is developed to estimate both gas and water rates for two-phase reservoirs without water
influx. A hypothetical case is studied and further extended to investigate the impact of initial water
saturation Swi, irreducible water saturation Swirr and drainage radius re. Case studies and sensitivity
analyses on these three properties testify that the rescaled exponential model is successfully
adjusted to gas and water two-phase reservoirs producing at variable BHP, but fails to predict
production rates when water saturation is high, where the neglected derivative of fluid mobility
with respect to location needs to come into consideration.

2.2

Background

Rate transient analysis for gas wells producing at constant bottomhole pressure (BHP) during
boundary-dominated flow (BDF) is commonly seen. But wells are actually produced under
variable BHP and variable flow rate condition in the field. In 1988, Blasingame and Lee built an
developed a for variable BHP scenarios using adjusted time
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1
dt
0   p c  p 
g
t

t a   gi cti 

t

Equation 2-1

Palacio and Blasingame (1993) proposed a straight-line analysis for gas production during BDF
involving normalized pseudo-pressure pp and material balance pseudo-time taMB:

pp 

 gi zi
pi



p

p

g z

0

dp

Equation 2-2

taMB 

 gicti
qg

qg

t

   p c  p  dt
0

g

t

Equation 2-3

In 2013, Ayala and Zhang proposed a density-based approach to describe gas decline for variable
BHP wells during BDF by introducing an average viscosity-compressibility dimensionless ratio

  g  

 gicgi
 gicgi

 g   gwf
 g cg  , 
2
m g   m gwf 
g

gwf

Equation 2-4

m(ρ), usually written as m(p), is the real gas pseudo-pressure defined by Al-Hussainy et al. (1966):

m p   2

p

0

p

g z

dp

Equation 2-5
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The real gas pseudo-pressure is commonly used in gas reservoir studies to partially linearize the
problem. In this paper, the density-based decline model is adapted to analyze gas reservoirs with
associated water.

2.3

Rescaled Exponential Model for Gas/Water Two Phase System in BDF Producing

Under Variable BHP
Adapted from Ayala and Zhang’s (2013) density-based gas deliverability equation (derived in
Appendix A and Appendix B), density-based deliverability equations for gas and water two phase
reservoir are

qgsc 

2kh
bD, pss gsc gicgi

krg  g   gwf 

Equation 2-6

and

qwsc 

2kh
bD, psswscwcw

krw  w   wwf 

Equation 2-7

where

   

 gi c gi
 gi c gi

   wf
 g c g  ,
2
m   m wf 

wf

Equation 2-8
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is the average viscosity-compressibility dimensionless ratio.
Applying Darcy’s Law to density-based diffusivity equation, the diffusivity equation for gas and
water phases can be written as

 
k  k rg
  g
p   S g  g 

 t
g


Equation 2-9

and

 
k  k rw
    w
p   S w  w 
w

 t
Equation 2-10

and further simplified to

g

k rg

g

2 p 

 
k t

S

g

g 

Equation 2-11

and

w

k rw

w

2 p 

 
k t

S w  w 
Equation 2-12

To relate OGIP and OWIP with the flow rates, the density form tank material balance equations
for gas and water play important roles. For gas phase, the material balance equations can be written
as
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g S gi 
Gp 
1 


 gi S g  OGIP 
Equation 2-13

and for water phase,

Wp 
 w Swi 
1 


 wi S w  OWIP 
Equation 2-14

The diffusivity equation and material balance equation together solves the relation between
saturation and pressure, which is the key in this model. By using gas and water mobility Mg=krg/μg
and Mw=krw/μw, the derivative of gas saturation over pressure can be expressed as
dS g
dp



S w cw M g  S g c g M w
Mw  Mg

Equation 2-15

Production rate versus time requires a relationship with time instead of pressure. Equation 2-15
together with the product rule and the definition of fluid compressibility provide one connection
with time:
d  g S g 
dt



Mg
Mw  Mg

S g c g  S w c w d g
cg

dt
Equation 2-16

and
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S g cg  S wcw d w
d  w S w 
Mw

dt
Mw  Mg
cw
dt
Equation 2-17

The time derivative of density and saturation’s product provides another relationship with time:

d  g S g 
dp

 Sg

d g
dp

 g

dS g
dp

 S g cg  g   g

dS g
dp
Equation 2-18

and

d  w S w 
d
dS
dS
 S w w   w w  S w cw  w   w w
dp
dp
dp
dp
Equation 2-19

By substituting Equation 2-18 and Equation 2-19 into Equation 2-16 and Equation 2-17, the
density change over time can be found:

d g
dt

  Mg

 gsc
qgsc
AhS gi
Equation 2-20

and

d w

  Mw wsc qwsc
dt
AhS wi
Equation 2-21

where
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 Mg 

S gicg

Mw  Mg

S g c g  S w cw

Mg
Equation 2-22

and

 Mw 

Mw  Mg
S wi cw
S w cw  S g c g
Mw
Equation 2-23

Recall the gas and water rate equations at the beginning of this chapter (Equation 2-6 and Equation
2-7), the time derivatives of gas and water density can be expressed as

d g
dt



2k
krg  g   gwf 
AS gi  gicgibD, pss
Equation 2-24

and

dw
2k

krw w  wwf 
dt
ASwi wi cwibD, pss
Equation 2-25

The previous rescaled exponential model is limited to wells producing at constant BHP. But in
reality, most wells produce under variable BHP and flow rate. If Equation 2-18 and Equation 219 are integrated between times t=tj and t=tk,
 g k

 

g j

 g t 
1
d g   k  Dgie d  g t 
 g t  j
 g   gwf
Equation 2-26
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and
  w k

 

w j

 wt k
1
dw  
 Dwie d  wt 



t
w
j
w  wwf
Equation 2-27

The exponential form during a constant BHP period will be

 

 g ,k   gwf ,k
 exp  Dgie  g t k   g t j
 g , j   gwf , j


Equation 2-28

and
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 exp  Dwie  wt k   wt  j
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Equation 2-29

Substitute Equation 2-22 and Equation 2-23 into density-based gas and water deliverability
equations, the density-based flow rate equations are
tk
e
e
qgsc  qgi
rg krg  exp  Dgi
 Mg krg  dt 

t
j



Equation 2-30

and
tk
e
e
qwsc  qwi
rwkrw exp  Dwi
 Mwkrwdt 

t
j



Equation 2-31

where
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q gie 

2kh gi

 gsc gicgibD , pss
Equation 2-32

e
qwi


2kh wi
 wsc wcwbD, pss
Equation 2-33
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 gi
Equation 2-34

rw 

 wi   wwf
 wi
Equation 2-35

The relative-permeability relation is generated based on Corey’s gas and water two-phase model:
 Sg 

krg  
 1  S wirr 

2

  1  S g  S wirr  2 
 
1  
  1  S wirr  
Equation 2-36

S S 
krw   w wirr 
 1  S wirr 

4

Equation 2-37

Gas viscosity follows Lee et al. (1966),
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 g  K exp X gY 
Equation 2-38

where

K

9.4  0.02 MW T 1.5
209  19 MW  T
Equation 2-39

X  3 .5 

986
 0.01MW
T
Equation 2-40

Y  2.4  0.2 X
Equation 2-41

while compressibility factor and gas compressibility are determined by Abou-Kassem et al.
(1990)'s method.

2.4

Case Studies

Case Study - Ayala and Zhang (2013)
This is a hypothetical case study for wells producing under variable BHP in gas and water twophase reservoirs. Reservoir and fluid properties are based on Ye and Ayala’s (2013) case study.
The well flowing pressure profile used is listed in Table 2-1, and water with viscosity of 1 cp and
compressibility of 3.5x10-6 psi-1 is used. The initial water saturation and irreducible water
saturation are set to be 0.50 and 0.15, respectively.
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Table 2-1 Pressure profile for variable BHP Case Study

t (days)

Pwf (psia)

0-365

4000

366-730

2000

731-1095

1000

1096-1460

500

1461-3000

200

Figure 2-1 Comparison of gas rates between numerical simulation results and two-phase rescaled exponential model for variable
BHP case study
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Figure 2-2 Comparison of water rates between numerical simulation results and two-phase rescaled exponential model for
variable BHP case study

Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2 compare gas and water rates between numerical simulation and the twophase rescaled exponential model. The model provides great match on the variable BHP case. The
bottomhole pressure decreases every year to stimulate the production rates, and the model is
accurate in each period. Gas water ratio in Figure 2-3 also indicates that the model is mostly
accurate, and Figure 2-4 shows that the ratio of GWR from numerical simulation to GWR from
the model fluctuates around 1.
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Figure 2-3 Comparison of gas water ratio between numerical simulation results and two-phase rescaled exponential model for
variable BHP case study

Figure 2-4 Gas water ratio deviation for variable BHP case study
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2.5

Sensitivity Analysis

2.5.1 Initial Water Saturation Swi
Water amount in a gas and water reservoir can greatly affect gas production. The lower the initial
water saturation, the higher the gas production rate. Therefore, it is necessary to test the model on
different initial water saturation.

Figure 2-5 Initial water saturation sensitivity analysis for gas rate (variable BHP)
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Figure 2-6 Initial water saturation sensitivity analysis for water rate (variable BHP)

The previous case study with initial saturations of 0.3 to 0.9 are demonstrated in Figure 2-5 and
Figure 2-6. Apparently, the model fails to predict gas rates precisely with initial water saturation
of 0.9. This may be caused by boundary dominated flow or the simplification of diffusivity
equations (Appendix D).
If the production is under early period, the model cannot successfully predict flow rates because it
is developed under boundary dominated flow. Whether the reservoir has reached boundary
dominated flow or not can be determined by the pressure of the reservoir external boundary. Figure
2-7 is the pressure distribution of the scenario with initial water saturation 0.9. The reservoir is
divided into 100 block, and the external block pressure is 2,449.06 psia at the last day of production.
Compared to the initial reservoir pressure 5,000 psia, the reservoir is under boundary dominated
flow. Therefore, the influence caused by the equation simplification is the only reasonable
explanation.
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Figure 2-7 Pressure distribution on last day of production for Swi=0.9 (variable BHP)

2.5.2 Irreducible Water Saturation Swirr
The case study is extended to scenarios with irreducible water saturation from 0.05 to 0.35 (initial
water saturation is 0.5). Irreducible water cannot be produced thus OGIP and OWIP will not be
influenced, but flow rates varies under different Swirr. Figure 2-8 shows that with high irreducible
water saturation, gas rate is higher at early stage but lower at late period.
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Figure 2-8 Irreducible water saturation sensitivity analysis for gas rate (variable BHP)

Figure 2-9 Irreducible water saturation sensitivity analysis for water rate (variable BHP)
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In Figure 2-9, numerical solutions of water flow rate barely change when irreducible water
saturation is 0.05, 0.10 or 0.15, but the model provides a gradually increasing trend. Under a
constant initial water saturation, low irreducible water saturation leads to high initial mobile water
saturation, which is defined as

Swm  Swi  Swirr
Equation 2-36

Because of the simplification of diffusivity equations, the estimation of flow rates will be
influenced if the reservoir has large amount of mobile water.

2.5.3 Drainage Radius re
The impact of drainage radius, or reservoir size, is investigated by testing reservoirs with 50, 100,
200, 400 and 700 ft. All reservoir and fluid properties beside of drainage radius remain the same
with the previous case study. Gas and water rates for wells producing at variable bottomhole
pressure are given in Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11. The perfect match between CMG numerical
simulation and the two-phase rescaled exponential model illustrates that this model is feasible
regardless of the reservoir size.
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Figure 2-10 Drainage radius sensitivity analysis for gas rate (variable BHP)

Figure 2-11 Drainage radius sensitivity analysis for water rate (variable BHP)
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2.6

Concluding Remarks

The gas and water two phase rescaled exponential model can predict the gas and water rates for
gas and water two-phase reservoirs under BDF with wells producing at variable BHP. Water
saturation and relative permeability are functions of pressure and time thus influence flow rates.
Sensitivity analysis shows that drainage size does not affect the accuracy of this model while water
saturation does. A reservoir with high water saturation is not suitable for the model because the
fluid mobility derivatives neglected in the diffusivity equations affect the results.
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Chapter 3

Production Data Analysis of Gas and Water Two-Phase Reservoirs Using a

Density-Based Approach
3.1

Chapter Summary

This chapter introduces a density-based approach analyzing production data of gas and water twophase reservoirs. Based on the density form of tank material balance equations and an extension
of Ayala and Zhang’s (2013) rescaled exponential model for dry gas, a new set of equations are
given to predict original gas in place (OGIP) and original water in place (OWIP). With production
history and bottomhole pressure (BHP) profile, OGIP and OWIP can be estimated using a straight
line method on condition that all reservoir and fluid properties are provided precisely. Two case
studies are provided for constant and variable BHP scenarios, respectively.

3.2

Background

Original gas in place (OGIP) is one of the most important elements when evaluating a gas field. It
can be volumetrically estimated or, more rigorously, forecasted via material balance equation.
Blasingame and Lee (1988) predicted OGIP for variable-rate, post-transient flow using adjusted
pressure pa and adjusted time ta. Later in 1993, they introduced the harmonic decline for gas that
describes variable rate and variable pressure conditions on the basis of rate-normalized pressure



drop p pi  p p wf

q

gsc

and material balance pseudo-time taMB:
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qgsc
p pi  p p wf

ba , pss 

1


1
taMB
1 
 OGIP  c b

gi a , pss 

Equation 3-1

where pp and taMB are defined as

pp 

 gi z gi
pi



p

0

p

g z

dp

Equation 3-2

and

taMB 

 gicti
qg

qg

t

   p c  p  dt
0

g

t

Equation 3-3

Equation 3-1 can be written in a straight-line analysis form:
p pi  p p wf
qgsc



1
taMB  ba , pss
OGIPc gi

Equation 3-4

where OGIP can be computed from the slope of the straight-line plot. Later in 2003, the equation
was rewritten in the flowing material balance form of qgsc/[m(pi)-m(pwf)] versus normalized
cumulative production Qn by Mattar and Anderson:
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q gsc

m pi   m p wf





1
Qn  b *
OGIP  b *

Equation 3-5

where m(p) is the real gas pseudo-pressure, a commonly used term in gas problems, defined by
Al-Hussainy et al. in 1966:

m p   2

p

p

pm

g z

dp

Equation 3-6

Recently, Zhang and Ayala (2014) introduced a density-based approach to predict OGIP for dry
gas reservoirs under boundary dominated flow (BDF):


r
q gsc



Gp
1
1

 e
OGIP q gsc q gi

Equation 3-7

The straight-line analysis of 

r
q gsc

versus 

Gp
q gsc

leads to a slope of OGIP reciprocal, where 

and r represents average viscosity-compressibility dimensionless ratio and density drawdown
ratio. This paper provides a method evolved from Zhang and Ayala’s approach to estimate OGIP
and original water in place (OWIP) for gas and water two-phase reservoirs. Associated water
without water influx is taken into consideration. Dissolved gas in water or dissolved water in gas
is neglected in the system.
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3.3

Rescaled Exponential Model for Constant BHP Gas/Water Two Phase System in

BDF
Starting with material balance conservation:

GIP  OGIP  G p
Equation 3-8

and

WIP  OWIP  Wp
Equation 3-9

the density-based tank material balance can be expressed as

g S gi 
Gp 
1 


 gi S g  OGIP 
Equation 3-10

and

Wp 
 w Swi 
1 


 wi S w  OWIP 
Equation 3-11

For gas and water two-phase reservoirs, density form flow rate equations (Appendix A and
Appendix B) are
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qgsc 

2kh
bD, pss gsc gicgi

krg  g   gwf 

Equation 3-12

and

qwsc 

2kh
bD, psswscwcw

krw  w   wwf 

Equation 3-13

where  is the average viscosity-compressibility dimensionless ratio:

   

 gi c gi
 gi c gi

   wf
 g c g  ,
2
m   m wf 

wf

Equation 3-14

e

e
With the introduction of dimensionless initial flow rates q gi and q wi , and the density drawdown

ratios rg and rw , Equation 3-12 and Equation 3-13 can be rewritten as



qgsc  qgie krg  g  1  rg 


 gi

Equation 3-15

and
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e
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k rw  w  1  rw 
  wi


Equation 3-16

where

e
q gi


2kh gi

 gsc  gi c gi bD , pss

Equation 3-17

e
q wi


2kh wi
 wsc  w c w bD, pss

Equation 3-18

rg 

 gi   gwf
 gi

Equation 3-19

rw 

wi  wwf
wi
Equation 3-20

Substituting the density-based material balance equations (Equation 3-10 and Equation 3-11) into
Equation 3-15 and Equation 3-16, the equations can be rearranged to
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S
 1
S G
1
1
 krg  gi  1  rg 

 krg gi p  e
S g qgsc qgi
 Sg
 qgsc OGIP
Equation 3-21

and
S
 1
1
S W
1
k rw  wi  1  rw 

k rw wi p  e
OWIP
S w qwsc qwi
 Sw
 qwsc
Equation 3-22

Equation 3-21 and Equation 3-22 demonstrate that OGIP and OWIP can be calculated via straight-

 S gi

 1
S G
 1  rg 
versus  krg gi p in a Cartesian coordinate

S g qgsc
 Sg
 qgsc

line analysis. Plotting  krg 

system, the slope is the reciprocal of OGIP. The same process works for OWIP prediction.
Iterations are needed when calculating OGIP and OWIP. Saturation, relative permeability and 
are time-dependent, but daily reservoir and fluid properties are not provided originally. All these
properties should be updated during iteration.
The procedure of calculating OGIP and OWIP are as following:

 

1. Plot krg S gi rg

 

Gp
1
versus krg S gi
, where all properties are calculated at initial reservoir
qgsc
qgsc

condition, for the first estimation of OGIP;
2. Guess an OWIP estimation to calculate fluid properties (Sg, krg, etc.) and update  with OGIP
from step 1;
3. Calculate a new OWIP using fluid properties from step 2 and Equation 3-22;
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 S gi

 1
S G
 1  rg 
and  krg gi p for a new OGIP value;

S g qgsc
 Sg
 qgsc

4. Re-plot  krg 

5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until OGIP converges.
Irreducible water saturation in this model is required as an input, while initial water saturation
should be updated with OGIP and OWIP in the iteration process using the following equation:
S wi 

OWIP
OWIP  OGIP *

Equation 3-23

where OGIP* is the equivalent OGIP in STB unit.

3.4

Case Studies

Case Study 3-A. Constant BHP Case
The OGIP prediction model is first tested on a constant BHP case with production data shown in
Figure 3-1. The well is assumed to be producing at 100 psia. Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 are the first
 S gi
 1
S G
 k rg gi p , and Figure 3-4 and Figure
 1  rg 
and last iteration plots of  k rg 
versus
q
S g q gsc
 Sg
 gsc

3-5 are the last iteration plots for gas and water phases. Numerical simulation provides OGIP and
OWIP of 264.39 MMSCF and 78,520 STB while the OGIP and OWIP predicted by this model is
264.08 MMSCF and 82,803 STB.
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Figure 3-1 Production history for Case Study 3-A

Figure 3-2 First iteration of gas phase in Case Study 3-A
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Figure 3-3 First iteration of water phase in Case Study 3-A

Figure 3-4 Final iteration of gas phase in Case Study 3-A
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Figure 3-5 Final iteration of water phase in Case Study 3-A

Case Study 3-B. Variable BHP Case
In reality, most gas wells are produced under variable BHP and flow rate. Figure 3-6 is the
production history of a hypothetical variable BHP and flow rate case which has an OGIP of 0.2644
BCF and OWIP of 76,981 STB. The pressure profile is listed in Table 3-1. Figure 3-7 and Figure
3-8 display the first iterations of the two phase density approach while Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10
show the last iterations, where OGIP and OWIP converge at 0.2618 BCF and 75,779 STB.
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Figure 3-6 Production history and pressure profile for Case Study 3-B

Table 3-1 Bottomhole pressure profile of Case Study 3-B

t (days)

Pwf (psia)

0-365

4000

366-730

2000

731-1095

800

1096-1460

500

1461-3000

200
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Figure 3-7 First iteration of gas phase in Case Study 3-B

Figure 3-8 First iteration of water phase in Case Study 3-B
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Figure 3-9 Final iteration of gas phase in Case Study 3-B

Figure 3-10 Final iteration of water phase in Case Study 3-B
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3.5

Concluding Remarks

This chapter introduces a density-based approach analyzing production data of gas and water twophase reservoirs. Based on the density form of tank material balance equations and an extension
of Ayala and Zhang’s (2013) rescaled exponential model for dry gas, a new set of equations are
given to predict original gas in place (OGIP) and original water in place (OWIP). With production
history and bottomhole pressure (BHP) profile, OGIP and OWIP can be estimated using a straight
line method. Two case studies are provided for constant and variable BHP scenarios, respectively.
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CONCLUSIONS
The density-based rescaled exponential model proposed by Ayala and Zhang (2013; 2014)
estimates gas rates of dry gas reservoirs during boundary dominated flow (BDF), and applies to
wells producing under both constant and variable bottomhole pressure (BHP). The extension in
this study can predict both gas and water rates in the above two situations. Additional studies on
initial water saturation and irreducible water saturation illustrate that the amount of mobile water
in a gas reservoir can affect the accuracy of the two-phase rescaled exponential model. High water
saturation causes deviation due to the derivative of mobility with respect to loaction, which is
neglected in the model. Drainage area does not influence model accuracy. In other words, the
model is suitable for any reservoir size.
Zhang and Ayala (2014) modified their rescaled exponential model to predict OGIP with gas
production and pressure history. The extended two-phase model inversely predicts OGIP and
OWIP with gas production, water production, and pressure profile. The disadvantage of this
methodology is the requirement of accurate reservoir and fluid properties. In practice, lack of data
will cause large deviation in reserve prediction.
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FUTURE WORK
1. The simplification of diffusivity equations can be further tested to find out how exactly it will
influence the model’s accuracy by matching Equation 1-20 with CMG numerical simulations.
2. The two-phase model can be modified for oil/water two-phase reservoirs.
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Appendix A Derivation of Gas Flow Equation
The generalized density-based diffusivity equations for gas phase is

    g v g  

 g S g 
t
Equation A-1

By integrating the left hand side of Equation A-1,

   g v g dV     g v  n dS    g q g    gscq gsc
V

S

Equation A-2

By integrating the right hand side of Equation A-1,



 gS g 
t

V

dV 

d
d
 gS g dV   gS g V

V
dt
dt
Equation A-3

Combine Equation A-2 and Equation A-3,
  g qg 

d
 g S g V
dt
Equation A-4

In cylindrical coordinate system with incompressible rock,

d
 g S g     gscq gsc   2gscq gsc2
dt
Ah
 re  rw h





Equation A-5

Applying Darcy’s Law, gas law and the definition of real gas pseudo-pressure to Equation A-1,
the equation can be rewritten as
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 2 m p  

2   gS g 
k  krg
t
Equation A-6

where
 

RT
MW
Equation A-7

Relative permeability behavior in the reservoir is determined by saturation; however, the saturation
distribution of the reservoir is neither known nor can be calculated through other variables.
Therefore, the gas relative permeability in Equation A-6 is simplified to be time-dependent only.
This simplification may cause deviation in further calculation of gas and water flow rates.
Integrating the left hand side of Equation A-6, we have



V

 2 m p dV  

h

0

2

re

0

r

 

  m p  
m p 
r
drddz  2hr
r  r 
r
Equation A-8

where the boundary condition is

p
0
r r  re
Equation A-9

Integrating the right hand side of Equation A-6, we have
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2  gS g 
2  gS g  2 2 d  gS g 
dV

 re  r h
V k  krw t
k  krw
t
dt





Equation A-10

Combining Equation A-8 and Equation A-10, we have
m p 
 
r 2  d  gS g 
 r  e 

r
k  k rg 
r 
dt
Equation A-11

Integrating Equation A-11 gives the expression of gas pseudo-pressure:

  gscqgsc  r 2  rw2 2  r 
m p   m pwf  
 re ln  

k  krw` re2 h  2
 rw 
Equation A-12

The average gas pseudo-pressure of the reservoir is

m  p 

1
1 h 2 re
2 re
m p dV     m p rdrddz  2  m p rdr

V V
V 0 0 rw
re rw

Equation A-13

when re>>rw.
Substituting Equation A-12 into Equation A-13, and we have

m  p   m pwf  

  gscqgsc   re 3 
ln   
k  krw h   rw 4 
Equation A-14
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Equation A-14 can also be written as

qgsc 

2kh
k   g   gwf 
 gsc gicgibD, pss rg

Equation A-15

where

  r 3 
bD , pss  ln  e  
  rw 4 

Equation A-16

   

 gi c gi
 gi c gi

 g   gwf
 g c g  ,
2
m g   m gwf 
g

gwf

Equation A-17
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Appendix B Derivation of Water Flow Equation
The generalized density-based diffusivity equations for water phase is
    w vw  

  wS w 
t
Equation B-1

By integrating the left hand side of Equation B-1,

   wvw dV     wv  ndS    w qw    wscqwsc
V

S

Equation B-2

By integrating the right hand side of Equation B-1,



V

 wS w 
d
d  wS w 
dV 
 wS wdV 
V

V
t
dt
dt
Equation B-3

Combine Equation B-2 and Equation B-3,
  wqw 

d  wS w 
V
dt
Equation B-4

In cylindrical coordinate system with incompressible rock,

d w Sw 
 q
wscqwsc
  wsc wsc  
dt
Ah
 re2  rw2 h





Equation B-5

Equation B-1 can be written as
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 k  krw
   wS w 
    w
p  
w
t


Equation B-6

Applying water compressibility ( dp  dw cw w ) to Equation B-6, we have

2 w 

 wcw  wS w 
k  krw
t
Equation B-7

where the water relative permeability is treated as a location-independent variable. This
assumption will cause inaccuracy to some extent. But relative permeability is a function of
saturation only, and saturation at any location in the reservoir is an independent variable. In other
words, the saturation distribution of a reservoir cannot be determined by other variables, such as
pressure and time. Water viscosity and water compressibility are constant.
Integrating both the left hand side and right hand side of Equation B-7 over the reservoir volume,
we have

 2hr

 w  wcw  wS w  2 2 d  wS w 

 re  r h
r k  krw
t
dt





Equation B-8

with boundary condition

p
0
r r  re
Equation B-9
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Then the r-derivative of water density becomes
 w
cw  w 
re2


r
r
2k  k rw 
r

 d  wS w 

dt


Equation B-10

By integrating Equation B-10, we have the expression for water density:

 w   wwf 

cw w  wscqwsc  r 2  rw2 2  r 
 re ln  

2k  krw` re2 h  2
 rw 

Equation B-11

To describe water flow rate with average water density, Equation B-11 needs to be integrated over
the entire reservoir volume. The average water density can be written as

w 

re
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1 h 2 re
2

dV


rdr
d

dz

 wrdr
w
w
2
2
V V
V 0 0 rw
re  rw rw

Equation B-12

Substitute Equation B-11 into Equation B-12 and we have

 w   wwf 

cw w  wscqwsc   re 3 
ln   
2k  krw h   rw 4 
Equation B-13

where re>>rw. Rearrange the equation and we have the flow equation for water:
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qwsc 

2kh
k    wwf 
 wsccw wbD, pss rw w

Equation B-14

where

  r 3 
bD , pss  ln  e  
  rw 4 
Equation B-15
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Appendix C Procedure of Gas and Water Rate Estimations in the Extended Two-Phase
Model
To begin with,  and relative permeabilities should be calculated at initial reservoir condition:

 1 

 gi c gi
 gi   gwf
2
m gi   m gwf 
Equation C-1
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Equation C-2
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  wi
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S
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Equation C-3

Then gas and water rates at the first time step can be determined:
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Equation C-4

and

q wsc
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Equation C-5

The cumulative productions are calculated for the involvement of material balance:
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Gp

1

1

 q gsc t 1
Equation C-6

Wp

1

1

 qwsc t 1
Equation C-7

For any later time step, iteration is required when analyzing the current reservoir condition.
Using the pressure from the previous time step as an initial guess (p[i]=p<1>=pi), new densities and
saturations at time step 2 are calculated as

 w [i 1]   wi expc w  pi  p [i ] 
Equation C-8
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[ i 1]

1
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Equation C-11
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M
ZRT
Equation C-12
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Since capillary pressure is not considered, repeat the process from Equation C-8 to Equation C-12
until the average reservoir pressure converges. Densities and saturations under this pressure are
used as properties at time step 2.
 and relative permeabilities at time step 2 are calculated:
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Equation C-13
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Equation C-14
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Equation C-15

Gas and water rates at time step is then calculated:
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Equation C-16

and
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Equation C-17
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Cumulative gas and water productions are

Gp

 2

 Gp

1

 q gsc

 2  2

t

Equation C-18

Wp
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1

 qwsc

 2  2

t

Equation C-19

Repeat the above procedure for further time steps.
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Appendix D Simplification of Diffusivity Equations
For gas phase in gas/water two phase reservoirs, the diffusivity equation is

 k  k rg
 
  g
p   S g  g 

 t
g


Equation D-1

and for water phase:

 
k  k rw
    w
p   S w  w 
w

 t
Equation D-2

The expansion of Equation D-1 and Equation D-2 is


p
2 p 
 g kM g    g kM g 2  S g  g 
r
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r
Equation D-3

and
2

 g kM g  p   g kM g  p2   S g  g 
r
r
t
r

Equation D-4

In the model, the first terms in Equation D-3 and Equation D-4 which contain the derivative of
fluid mobility are neglected. When they are not small enough to be neglected, the model fails to
predict accurate results.
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